Two clusters of charged residues located in the electropositive face of the von Willebrand factor A1 domain are essential for heparin binding.
The VWF A1 domain seems to possess two heparin binding regions (residues 565-587 and 633-648) displaying positively charged amino acids, but the overall polyanion-A1 domain interaction scheme remains essentially elusive. To probe this molecular reaction as well as the role of electrostatic forces in VWF-heparin interaction, we performed mutagenesis and molecular modeling experiments. Fifteen mutated rVWFs were expressed [R571A, K572A, R573A, K585A, R571A/K572A/R573A, R578A/R579A, R578A/R579A/K585A, R571A/K572A/R573A/R578A/R579A/K585A (6A), K642G, K643G, K644G, K645G, K642G/K645G, K643G/K644G, and K642G/K643G/K644G/K645G (4G)]. Experimental results indicate that the multimeric structure of the mutants was similar to that of wild-type (WT) rVWF and that all rVWFs displayed normal binding to four conformation-dependent mAbs directed against the A1 domain. Three variants displayed significant reductions in the level of heparin binding. The 6A variant showed 39.2 +/- 1.3% of the WT rVWF level (p < 0.005), while mutants K643G/K644G and 4G showed 63.6 +/- 3.2 and 53.3 +/- 5% of the WT rVWF level, respectively (p < 0.005). Computational investigations showed that one face of the A1 domain is strongly electropositive, indicating that electrostatic forces should be essential in steering heparin onto its binding site. In agreement with our experimental data, the most striking alterations of the electrostatic potential contours were seen for mutants 4G, K643G/K644G, and 6A. Our data suggest that two clusters, one at positions 571-573, 578, 579, and 585 and the other at positions 642-645, act in concert for the recognition of heparin, forming a single extended binding surface across the electropositive face of the VWF A1 domain. A structural model of the VWF A1 domain-heparin complex is proposed, taking into account both experimental and computer modeling data.